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ON THE RELATIVIZATION OF CHAIN TOPOLOGIES

MARCEL E R N £

The intrinsic topology 8<; of a chain (X, ̂ ) induces on
any subchain YczX the relative topology 3$\Y. On the
other hand, any such subchain Y is endowed with its own
intrinsic topology 3 ^ Γ . We establish several necessary and
sufficient conditions under which both topologies coincide,
by suitably weakening the properties of convexity (Lemma
2), order-density (Theorem 3) and subcompleteness (Theorem 4),
respectively. Another necessary and sufficient condition for
the equation S^IF^Ssir, formulated in terms of cuts, is
given in Theorem 2. Besides other related results, we find
a purely order-theoretical characterization of those subchains
which are compact (Lemma 1) or connected (Corollary 2),
respectively, in the intrinsic topology of the entire chain.
As a simple consequence of Theorem 4, we obtain the well-
known result that the intrinsic topology of a chain can be
obtained by relativization from the intrinsic topology of the
normal completion (Corollary 9). We conclude with several
applications to the Euclidean topology on R.

As usual, by a chain, we mean a set X together with a linear
(i.e., total) ordering <;. For the sake of notational brevity, it appears
useful to adjoin two new elements — oo and oo such that — oo <
x < CXD for all xeX. Each set of the form

]u, v[: = {xeX:u<x<v} ( u e l u ( - 4 i ; e l u {oo})

is called an open interval. The "one-sided infinite" open intervals

]u, oo[ = {x e X: u < x} (ueX)

and

]-oo, v[= {xeX x <v} (veX)

are also referred to as open rays. They form a subbase (and the

open intervals form a base) for the open sets in the so-called intrinsic

topology (or interval topology or order topology, cf. [1], [2], [3], [4])

of the chain (X, <;). This topology will be denoted by $«-. Contrary

to BirkhofΓs definition of topologies in terms of closed sets, we

mean by a topology the system of open sets: Thus $<s consists of

all set-unions formed by open intervals.

The set-complements of the open rays are the so-called closed rays

]—co, u]: = {xeX: x <; u) (ueX)
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and

[v, oo[: = {x e X: v ^ #} (veJf) .

Each closed ray and each set of the form

[u, v]: = {x 6 X: u <̂  x ^ v} (u, veX)

is called a closed interval. Any such interval is, in fact, closed in
the intrinsic topology.

Each subset Y of X, together with the induced ordering ^ | Y,
is again a chain and will be referred to as a subchain of X (Precisely,
one should distinguish between the subchain (Y9 <: | Y) and the subset
Y, but since we always assume a fixed linear ordering S to be given,
no confusion is likely to arise if the set Y itself is referred to as a
subchain). For any such subchain, we may consider its own intrinsic
topology $£|F. On the other hand, the intrinsic topology ^ of the
entire chain X induces a relative topology

on Y. Obviously, the relative topology ^£\Y is always finer than
the intrinsic topology 3f |̂r. It is a natural and for several appli-
cations important question under what circumstances both topologies,
$<gιF and $<;|F, coincide. Subchains Y with this property will be
called order-compatible.

By Yι and Y' we denote the set of all lower and upper bounds
of Y, respectively. Y is convex if for all x, z e Y and all y e X, x <
y < z implies ye Y. It is easy to see that a subset Y of a chain X
is convex if and only if

A subset Y is (order-) dense in X if for all x, z e X with x < z, there
exists an element y $ Y with x < y < z.

A third order-theoretical property will be of importance for our
considerations: A nonempty subset Y of X is subcomplete if every
nonempty subset Z of Y has a join and a meet in X, and these joins
and meets are contained in Y. For this definition, we do not require
the entire chain X to be complete. For example, the closed in-
terval [0, 1] is a subcomplete subchain of the noncomplete chain R
of all real numbers. A subcomplete subchain is always a complete
chain for itself but a complete subchain need not be subcomplete:
See Example 1. It is well-known that a chain is complete if and only
if it is compact in its intrinsic topology (cf. [2, p. 242] and [3]). A
slight modification gives the following improvement:
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LEMMA 1. A subchain Y of a chain X is subcomplete if and
only if it is compact in the intrinsic topology of the entire chain X.

In other words, for a subchain to be complete for itself, it is
necessary and sufficient that the space (Y,3z\γ) be compact, whereas
Y is subcomplete if and only if the relativization (Y, ^ | Y) is com-
pact. Thus for order-compatible subchains, completeness and sub-
completeness are equivalent properties.

Now let us study, in greater detail, the question which subchains
are order-compatible. First, we observe that each of the following
conditions is sufficient for the equality of 3fg!r and $<:|F:

I1) Y is convex
(2 ) Y is order-dense in X
(3) Y is subcomplete
(4) Y is a finite union of closed intervals
( 5) 7 is a connected subset of the space (X, $<;)
( 6) Y is a compact subset of the space (X, $<;).
The sufficiency of (1) will follow from Lemma 2, that of (2) and

(4) from Theorem 3, and that of (3) from Theorem 4. Furthermore,
a connected subchain is always convex (see Corollary 2), and (3) is
equivalent with (6), on account of Lemma 1.

Simple counterexamples show that none of the previously listed
properties is necessary for order-compatibility. On the other hand,
none of the following conditions is even sufficient:

(7) Y is a complete chain for itself
(8) Y is a union of an open and a closed interval
( 9 ) Y is dense-in-itself
(10) Y is topologically dense in (X, Qf̂ )
(II) Y is open in (X, Qf J
(12) 7 is a union of two open intervals
(13) Y is bounded and closed in (X, 3fJ.

EXAMPLE 1. Y: = [0,1] U ]2, 3] is a complete subchain of the
complete chain X = [0, 1] U [2, 3] cz [0, 3] c R but Y is not subcomplete.
Furthermore, Y is a disjoint union of an open and a closed interval
but also a union of two open intervals and therefore open in Q^:F =
( ] - oo, 2[Π X) U (]2, oo[n X). Finally, Y is dense-in-itself as well as
topologically dense in (X, $<;) but not order-dense in X. The interval
[0, l ] c Γ is open in ^ | Y but not in $gIF.

The complete chain X in the preceding example cannot serve as
a counterexample disproving the sufficiency of (13) since every closed
subset of any complete chain is order-compatible (see Corollary 5).
For this purpose, consider
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EXAMPLE 2. The chain Y = {x e Q: 2 < x2 ^ 4 or x = 0} is bounded
and closed in (Q, &g) but {0}e^|Γ, {0}ί3k,r. Note that Y is not
compact in (Q, Qf*). Hence the Heine-Borel-Lebesgue theorem fails
to be true in the chain Q. It can be shown that for a chain to be
conditionally complete, it is necessary and sufficient that every closed-
bounded subchain be compact.

Under certain additional assumptions, one can prove that closed
or open subchains are order-compatible: See Corollaries 5 and 6.

As mentioned before, neither convexity nor density nor subcom-
pleteness is necessary for order-compatibility. One necessary and
sufficient condition has been found by R. Alo and 0. Frink [1]:

THEOREM 1. A subchain Y of the chain X is order-compatible
if and only if for all yeY and all xeX\Y, at least one of the
following conditions holds:

(a) ]y, x[Γ) Y is nonempty.
(b) y < x and [x, oo[π7 has a least element.
(c) ]x, y[f)Y is nonempty.
(d) x < y and]— oo, χ ] n Γ has a greatest element.

This theorem will be an easy consequence of Corollary 4.

A nearly obvious (but technically less handsome) necessary and
sufficient condition is given in

LEMMA 2. A subchain Y of X is order-compatible if and only
if for all x e X which are neither elements nor lower nor upper
bounds of Y, (that is, for all elements xeX\(YU Yι U Y])), the
sets] — oor χ]f)Y and [x, co[ηΓ are open (and closed) in Skir

Proof. The necessity of this condition is clear. To prove suffi-
ciency, we observe that the system

is a subbase for the relative topology 3k | F . Hence it is enough to
show that for all xeX, the sets U: =] — oofχ[p\Y and V: =
]x, °°[n Y are open in Skir For xe Y, this is clear since then Uand
V are open rays in the subchain Y. For xeYι\Y, we have U = 0
and V = Y, and for x e ΓT\Γ, U = Y and V = 0. Finally, for x e
X\(YUYι VY]), U = ] - o o , a j [ n Γ and 7 = ]»,oo[nΓ are open in

on account of the assumption made in Lemma 2.

Since for any convex subchain Y, the set X\(Y\J Y+U Y~~) is
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empty, we infer immediately

COROLLARY 1. Every convex subchain of X is order-comptaible.

COROLLARY 2. For a subchain Y of X, the following three
conditions are equivalent:

(a) Y is connected in the intrinsic topology of X.
(b) Y is order-compatible and connected in its own intrinsic

topology.
(c) Y is convex, conditionally complete and dense-in-itself.

Proof. If Y is not convex then there are elements y, z e Y and
xeX\Y with y < x < z. But then U: = ] - oo, x] n Y =]-<«, x[D Y
and V: = [x, oo[η7 = ]a;, °o[n Fare pair wise complementary nonempty
subsets of Y which are both open and closed in Qfsl Y. Hence Y cannot
be connected in the space (X, 3»*) Furthermore, it is well-known
(cf. [2, p. 243] or [4, p. 68]) that a chain is connected in its intrinsic
topology if and only if it is conditionally complete and dense-in-itself.
Thus, from Corollary 1, we infer the equivalence of (a), (b) and (c).

A segment or ideal of the chain X is a subset S such that for
all x e X and all yeS,x^y implies x e S. A cut or closed ideal (cf.

[2, p. 127]) is a subset C of X such that C = Cu. Each closed ray
of the form ]—^,x] is a cut, called the principal cut (or principal
ideal) generated by x. Without proof, we summarize several alterna-
tive characterizations of cuts:

LEMMA 3. For any nonempty subset C of the chain X, the
following conditions are all equivalent:

(a) C is a cut of X.
(b) C is an ideal and closed in the intrinsic topology of X.
(c) C = Dι for some subset D of X.
(d) C is an intersection of principal cuts.
(e) C is an ideal, and if C has a least upper bound y then y

is the greatest element of C.
(f) x < y for all xeC and all y e X\C, and if C has no greatest

element then X\C has no least element.
(g) C is a principal cut, or Cτ = X\C has no least element.

We notice that for a chain without least element, the empty set
is a cut, while for chains with least element, every cut is nonempty
(containing the least element). The collection X of all cuts in X is
closed under arbitrary intersections and therefore a complete lattice,
linearly ordered by set inclusion. X is called the normal completion
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or completion by cuts of X (cf. [2, p. 127]).
A dual cut is a subset D of X with D — Dn. Now one can

prove easily

THEOREM 2. For a subchaίn Y of X, the following three condi-
tions are equivalent:

(a) Y is order-compatible,
(b) For each cut C of X, the relativization C f]Y is empty or

a cut of Y, and dually.
(c) For each x e X\(Y (J Yι U Γ ! ) , the set ] - oo, x] n Y is a cut

of Y, and the set [x, oo [ π Y is a dual cut of Y.

Proof, (a) => (b): Every cut C of X is an intersection of closed
rays: C = C n = fl { ]-^, x]: xeC^}. Each of the sets ] - co, x] n Γ
is an ideal of Y and closed in the relative topology 3s\Y which
coincides, by hypothesis, with the intrinsic topology ΐ$g\γ. From
Lemma 3, we infer that ]— oo, x] f] Y is empty or a cut in Y. Since
the system of all cuts is closed under arbitrary intersections, it
follows that C f)Y = Γ\{ ]—oo, x]f)Y:xe Cτ} is also empty or a cut
in Y. For dual cuts, we conclude analogously.

(b) => (c): Trivial.
(c)=>(a): Clear by Lemmas 2 and 3.

Combining Theorem 2 with the equivalence (a) <=> (f) in Lemma
3, we obtain

COROLLARY 3. A subchain Y of X is order-compatible if and
only if it satisfies the following symmetry condition: For each
x e X\(Y\J Yι U F τ ) , the set [x, w [ η 7 has a least element if and only
if the set]—oof χ]f]Y has a greatest element.

This may be reformulated as

COROLLARY 4. For a subchain Y of X to be order-compatible,
the following condition is necessary and sufficient: If x is any
element of X such that the sets U: — ]— ©o, x] π Y and V: = [x, oo[f] Y
are nonempty then U has a greatest element if and only if V has
a least element.

LEMMA 4. A subchaίn Y of a conditionally complete chain X
is closed in the intrinsic topology of X if and only if for every
x e X, ]— oo, x] π Y is empty or has a greatest element, and ]x, oo] pj
Y is empty or has a least element.
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Proof. Suppose Y is closed, and U: = ]—oo9χ]f]Yφ 0 . Condi-
tional completeness ensures the existence of a least upper bound z
for U. If z is in the complement of Y then there is an open interval
]u, v[ with ze]u, v[cX\Y. The case u= —oo is impossible since
every element of U is a lower bound for ]u, v[. Thus u is an upper
bound of U, contradicting the minimality of z. Hence z must ba the
greatest element of U. By dual arguments, the existence of a least
element for [x, o o [ π Γ ^ 0 can be shown.

Conversely, assume the condition stated in Lemma 4 is fulfilled for
some subset 7 c l . We have to show that X\Y is open in the interval
topology: Assume xeX\Y and x < z. If [x, z[(£X\Y then there
exists y e [x, 00 [ π Y Φ 0 . Let v be the least element of [x, ©o [ η Y.
Then we have x<v, and [x, v[aX\Y. Dually, if x is not the least
element of X, we find ue]—co9 χ[nY with ]u, x]aX\Y. In any
case, there are elements w e I U { - ° ° } and veX\J {°°} with xe
]u,v[aX\Y.

COROLLARY 5. Every closed subset of a conditionally complete
chain is order-compatible.

Another possibility to characterize order-compatible subchains is
suggested by the trivial fact that on every dense subchain, the
intrinsic topology coincides with the relative topology: We say a
subset YczX separates two points x, zeX if there exists a p Γ
with x < y < z or z < y < x. Accordingly, Y is (order-) dense in X
if and only if Y separates any two different points of X. Similarly,
Y is convex if and only if X\Fdoes not separate any pair of distinct
points in Y. Since density is sufficient but not necessary for order-
compatibility, it appears obvious to weaken the separation property
of dense subchains in such a manner that a sufficient and necessary
condition for order-compatibility is obtained. Thus we call a subset
YczX weakly dense if it separates any point of Y from any point
of the set K(Y) consisting of all those xeX which are neither ele-
ments nor lower bounds nor upper bounds of Y, nor members of the
set

*er,]v,*[nΓ= 0}

Thus

Y1 ur u/(r» .
For convex subsets, I( Y) and K{ Y) are empty while for dense subsets
of nonbounded chains, J( Y) is empty and K( Y) is the set-complement
of Y. Now our third characterization theorem:
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THEOREM 3. A subchaίn is order-compatible if and only if it
is weakly dense.

Proof. Let Y be weakly dense. By Lemma 2 we have to show
t h a t for all xe X\(YU Y+ U Y~), t h e sets ] - co, χ[nY and ]x, oo[n Y
a r e open in t h e interval topology on Y:

Case 1. xel(Y): Then t h e r e are elements y,zeY w i th xe
]y, z[ and ]y, z[Γ)Y = 0 . Hence ] — co, χ[ n y = ] — co, %[ Π 7 e

Case 2. X € U L ( 7 ) : For ze ]x, oo[ n Y, it follows a; < z, ze Γ,
and since Y is weakly dense, we find yeY with x < y < z. Thus
ze]y, oo[ π 7c]aι, o o [ η 7 , and ]#, o o [ π 7 contains an ^ [ F — open
neighborhood of each of its points. Consequently, ]x, co[π γ\s open
in 3zU.

By dual arguments, we obtain ] - ω , a ; [ n F e S ^ F ' and summariz-
ing, we conclude that the subchain Y is order-compatible.

Conversely, assume each of the sets ]x, co[f]Γ and ] - ω ^ [ π 7
is open in $<πF. We have to separate each element xe Y from each
element ze K(Y) by some yeY. Without loss of generality, we may
consider the case x < z. Assume ] x , z [ n Γ = 0 . By definition of
K( Y), z is neither an element nor an upper bound of Y. Furthermore
]— co, z[n F = ]—co > #]nϊ r is open in 3fSIF whence x must be covered
in Y by some yeY. (Note that x cannot be the greatest element
of Y since z is not an upper bound of Y.) Hence xe]— oo,j;[nΓ =
]— oo, χ]f] F = ] — °°f y[f)Y. The assumption y<z leads to the contra-
diction ye]xfz[f]YΦ0' But on the other hand, z < y implies
]z, y[f) Y = 0 , ]%, y[f) Y= 0 , z e ]x, y[aI(Y), which is a contradiction
to the choice of zeK(Y). Hence we must have ]x, z[Γϊ YΦ 0 , as
desired.

LEMMA 5. Let Y be an open subset of a dense chain X. Then
Y separates each point of Y from each point of X\Y. In particular,
Y is weakly dense.

Proof. Suppose xe Y, z eX\Yand x <z . Choose an open interval
]u, v[dY with xe]u, v[. We may assume v Φ oo since x is not the
greatest element of X. It follows x<v<Lz and [x, v[c Y. By density
of X, there exists yeX with x < y < v, and [x, v[aY implies yeY.
Thus we have separated x and z by a point of Y. The case z < x
can be treated dually.

COROLLARY 6. Every open subchain of a dense chain is order-
compatible.
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Another consequence of Theorem 3 is

COROLLARY 7. Every dense subset, every convex subset and every
finite union of closed intervals is iveakly dense and therefore order-
compatible.

This is clear since for convex subsets and finite unions of closed
intervals, the set K{Y) is empty.

By suitably weakening the convexity and the density concept,
respectively, we have found two necessary and sufficient conditions
for order-compatibility. A third one can be obtained by weakening
the property of subcompleteness: Let Y be any subchain of X such
that whenever a nonempty subset Z of Y has a join (meet) in Y then
this is also the join (meet) of Z in X. In this case, we say the
subchin Y is weakly subcomplete. Clearly, subcompleteness implies
weak subcompleteness, but not conversely. Note that Y may be
weakly subcomplete in X though neither X nor Y are complete chains
(Example: QaR).

We notice that every chain is weakly subcomplete in its normal
completion and this completion is a complete chain.

THEOREM 4. A subchain Y is order-compatible if and only if
it is weakly subcomplete.

Proof. Suppose Y is order-compatible, and let Z be a nonempty
subset of Y which has a meet y in Y. If y is not the meet in X
then there is a greater lower bound z of Z which belongs to the
complement of Y, and it follows ]yf z[ Π Y — 0 .

We show that z is an element of K(Y): z is neither a lower
bound of Y (since y <z) nor an upper bound of Y (since 0 Φ Z aY
and z<w for all w e Z). If z would be a member of I(Y) then there
would exist u,veY such that ze]u, v[aX\Y, and v would be a
lower bound of Z in Y greater than y, a contradiction. Hence z e
X\(Y{jYι U Γ U/(Γ)). But y and z cannot be separated by Y
contradicting Theorem 3. Hence sy is also the meet of Z in X.
Combining this with dual arguments, it follows that Y is weakly
subcomplete.

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that any weakly sub-
complete subchain Y satisfies the symmetry condition stated in
Corollary 4: Suppose U: = ]— co? x] π Y has a greatest element y. If
y is not the greatest lower bound of V in Y then there is some z e Y
with y < z <; v f or all v e V, and ]y, x]f)Y = 0 implies x < z, z e V,
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whence z is the least element of V. On the other hand, if y is the
greatest lower bound of V in Y then it is the meet of V in X, too.
But x is another lower bound of V with y <̂  x, so y = x is the least
element of V.

COROLLARY 8. Every subcomplete (that is, compact) subchain is
order-compatible.

COROLLARY 9. The intrinsic topology of any chain can be obtained
by relativization from the intrinsic topology of the normal completion.

COROLLARY 10. On every convex, dense, compact, connected, open
or closed subchain of R, the intrinsic topology is induced by the
Euclidean topology on R.

COROLLARY 11. For any subgroup G of R, the intrinsic topology
of G is induced by the Euclidean topology on R.

This is a consequence of Corollary 10 and the fact that any sub-
group G Φ {0} of R is either isomorphic to Z (hence closed in R) or
dense in JB.
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